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SYNOPSIS

The intrinsic qualities of influenza virus particles may be studied
at the biological level from two points of view:

(1) The surface structures associated with adsorption to the
surface of the susceptible cell and entry into its substance are
regarded as essentially somatic in character. Infection is possible
only when these are present and functionally active.

(2) The somatic qualities are controlled by a genetic mechanism
composed of functional units equivalent to the genes of higher
organisms. Recombination experiments based on multiple infection
of a single cell can provide a technical approach to the genetic
analysis of influenza virus.

Work in these two fields is reviewed with special reference to
that carried out in the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical
Research, Melbourne.

Over the past seven or eight years there has been a continuous pro-
gramme of work at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute on what may be
called the intrinsic qualities of influenza viruses, as opposed to work more
directly concerned with the relation of the virus to clinical and epidemio-
logical aspects of influenza. Out of this work there has emeiged the concept
of the virus particle as a twofold entity composed, like any other living
organism, of somatic and genetic constituents. As elsewhere in biology,
the properties of the soma can be studied by what may be termed physio-
logical and biochemical methods, while those of the genetic apparatus
(which for convenience we shall term the " genome " as a single word
to balance and contrast with " soma ") are studied wholly at the genetic
level. All phenotypic characters are expressed in the soma and, just as a
higher organism is built wholly from the zygote, the soma of the influenza
virus is reconstructed by the genome at each generation.

* This article will also be published, in Spanish, in the Boletfn de la Oficina Sanitaria Panamer cana.
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SURFACE (SOMATIC) QUALITIES OF INFLUENZA VIRUSES

Broadly speaking, all the characters by which influenza viruses can be
differentiated in the laboratory are based on surface qualities-serological
character, activity as haemagglutinin and enzyme, and adsorption to the
surface of susceptible host cells. Only the intensity of the damage provoked
in infected cells can be regarded as something not directly associated
with surface aspects of the virus.

Serological aspects of influenza viruses are discussed elsewhere in this
series of papers.a In the present connexion all that need be said is that
there has been no work to indicate the chemical nature of the surface
antigens of influenza viruses. It is known that in the presence of antibody,
adsorption to the red-cell surface fails to occur, but this does not neces-
sarily mean that the adsorptive patterns to be discussed here are the
actual antigenic determinants. Like every other inheritable quality, anti-
genic behaviour is controlled by the genome. Recent work by Hirst 40
suggests strongly that genetic changes in antigens may represent the sharp
replacement of one genetic determinant by another.

The interaction between virus and cell surface has been studied chiefly
in relation to haemagglutination, but there is adequate evidence to justify
the statement that all the essential findings established in regard to the
red-cell surface are equally applicable to the surface of susceptible cells,
including those of the mammalian respiratory tract and those lining the
allantoic cavity of the chick embryo.

Haemagglutination

In 1941, Hirst 36 and McLelland & Hare '5 showed independently that
infected allantoic fluid would agglutinate chicken red-cells. Within the
next few years it was shown clearly that the agglutinating agent was the
virus itself (Friedewald & Pickels 33). A minor qualification was subse-
quently introduced as a result of von Magnus's 47 work on " incomplete "
virus. Under certain conditions, when a large amount of virus is used to
inoculate chick embryos in the allantoic cavity, the fluid obtained 21 hours
later has an infectivity:haemagglutinin ratio much lower than is obtained
when a very small infecting dose is used. In the first type of fluid it is
assumed that up to 90% of the virus particles are incapable of initiating
infection although having the morphological, serological, and adsorptive
qualities of normal virus.

With fully active virus fluids there is a constant relation between the
50% infectivity end-point (ID 50) as measured by allantoic infection, and
the minimal agglutinating dose (AD) of a given fluid. With the techniques
used in Melbourne, a fluid with a haemagglutinin titre of 100 will show

aSee pages 613 and 683.
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10 8-2 ID50 per ml. One AD - 10 6.2 ID 50 (Cairns, Fazekas de St. Groth
& Edney 24).

When viruses of the influenza group react with red cells the one thing
they have in common is that union with the cell surface occurs, and if the
virus is in sufficient quantity-i.e., more than about one virus particle
to every ten red cells-haemagglutination will be detectable by an altered
sedimentation pattern. More-detailed study will show that a variety of
different interactions occur. If we include Newcastle-disease (ND) and
mumps viruses in the group, the following phenomena can be observed
under appropriate conditions: (a) haemagglutination; (b) elution of virus
with stabilization of the cells and loss of the "receptors" concerned;
(c) the receptor gradient effect-i.e., when, after treatment with one virus,
cells have lost their susceptibility to agglutination by that virus, they may
remain agglutinable by other viruses of the group; (d) diminution in electro-
phoretic mobility (EPM) after virus action; (e) modification of antigenic
character after virus action-uncovering of T-agglutinogen (see page 665);
(f) irreversible union of virus to cell surface, demonstrable by the capacity
of treated cells to agglutinate normal cells and to be agglutinated by
anti-viral sera; (g) haemolysis by ND and mumps viruses.

Each of these phenomena will require some comment, but it is desirable
first to say something about the virus enzyme which is the central feature
of most of the phenomena. In 1942 Hirst 37 observed that if virus were
allowed to act on red cells for some hours at 370C the initial agglutination
disappeared, the virus was liberated into solution again, and the cells,
when washed and tested, were no longer agglutinable by the virus. The
re-liberated virus was still fully capable of inducing the same cycle of
adsorption, agglutination, elution, and stabilization with fresh red-cells,
and Hirst at once suggested that the virus was in this respect behaving
like a typical enzyme whose substrate was a surface component on the cell,
conveniently termed receptor substance. This concept has been fully
established by later work (reviewed by Burnet 9). Without elaborating
the steps by which the conclusions were reached, it can be said that the
viruses of the group carry, as part of their surface, chemical groups with
enzymic function which have as substrate carbohydrate-containing groups
of a variety of mucoproteins and (probably) mucopolysaccharides. A
soluble enzyme acting on precisely the same substrates can be obtained
from Vibrio cholerae cultures and concentrated to a relatively high state
of purity (Ada & French 2). Both viral enzyme and the soluble enzyme
-receptor-destroying enzyme (RDE)-in addition to modifying red-cell
surfaces, act readily on soluble mucoproteins, the effect being demonstrable
(a) by destruction of their capacity to inhibit haemagglutination by
" indicator" virus (see page 666); (b) by change in their electrophoretic
behaviour (Ada & Stone 4); and (c) by the splitting-off from the muco-
protein of an isoglucosamine-peptide unit (Gottschalk 34).
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Standard action of influenza viruses on red cells

We can probably visualize the red-cell surface as a mosaic of lipids,
proteins, and mucopolysaccharides, and as far as the influenza virus
reactions are concerned, we can think of a loose mesh of macromolecules of
mucopolysaccharide covering the whole area of the cell surface and inte-
grated with the other components of the surface. In view of the general
character of mucopolysaccharides, there may well be loose strands of
macromolecules projecting from the surface as well.

The first aspect of adsorption requiring comment is the necessity for
ions to be present in the system (Burnet & Edney 16), the greater effective-
ness of Ca+ + ions suggesting that the cations are primarily involved. In
line with the hypothesis of Puck, Garen & Cline 48 for the adsorption of
'phage to host bacteria, we may postulate that the primary adsorption
of virus to red cell is an electrostatic one by which the reactive centres
on virus and cell surface are brought into primary unoriented apposition.
Everything points to this primary adsorption as being mainly responsible
for haemagglutination. Since the enzymic action of virus or RDE renders
the cell incapable of adsorbing virus, it is natural to suppose that adsorp-
tion is primarily a function of enzyme and substrate, or more precisely
of the active grouping, E, of the enzyme and the corresponding attachment
groups of the substrate. In our view (Burnet 10) the phenomena are best
explained by the assumption that, in the presence of appropriate cations,
E and S groups are so charged that there is a substantial electrostatic
attraction between them. This will be sufficient to hold any virus particle
to the cell surface by a number of E-S bonds and, where more than one
cell is involved, to form a bridge by which cells can be held together and
agglutinated. Once such a series of primary unions has been effected,
opportunity is available for mutual orientation of E and S which will
allow short-range forces to come into play. The most usual result is enzymic
destruction of S with breaking of the corresponding bond holding virus
to cell surface. Ada & Stone 4 have provided direct evidence that a single
virus particle can, as it were, " browse " over the surface of the red cell.
As one E-S bond is dissolved, opportunity to make another arises; the virus
is continually destroying receptors, but is always held by a sufficient
number of bonds to maintain it on the cell surface.

The interaction between virus enzyme and its substrate is complicated
by the fact that both agents are on the surfaces of relatively massive
carriers and are built into complex molecular patterns which provide
opportunity for various types of interference. The soluble enzyme RDE
appears to be able to remove all, or virtually all, the S groups on the cell
surface. Any virus, however, finds it possible to remove only a more or
less standard proportion, presumably because effective contact with the
remaining S groups is prevented by interference between adjacent molecular
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groupings. With an occasional minor exception, the viruses can be arranged
in a linear order-referred to as the receptor gradient by Burnet, McCrea
& Stone 22 such that viruses later in the gradient can still agglutinate
cells treated by, and rendered inagglutinable by, viruses earlier in the
gradient. The receptor gradient can be demonstrated more conveniently
by treating cells with graded amounts of RDE and stopping the action
after a standard time. This gives virtually the same order, with the
important exception that mumps virus comes much later in the RDE
gradient-it is first if viruses are used. A very useful index of the change
induced in red cells by these enzymes is given by the change in EPM.
With human cells which normally have an EPM of 1.30 , per second
per volt per cm, full action of RDE reduces the value to 0.17. In a
series of papers, Ada & Stone 4 54 55 have described a detailed study of
this phenomenon. The results are too complex for discussion in this
review, but they lead to the very interesting conclusion that there are two
series of receptors on human cells, of which only one is available for the
agglutination action of the viruses normally used in this work. The other
series is demonstrable by its contribution to the EPM; these receptors
can be removed by RDE and by two viruses-ND, and swine influenza.
Recent work by White 59 strongly suggests that agglutination by influenza
C virus is mediated by a small fraction of receptors in this second series.

An important finding made early in the work on haemagglutination
was that cells treated with virus and stabilized were agglutinable by low
dilutions of any type of serum (Burnet, McCrea & Stone 22). The recognition
that this work was identical with Thomsen's 58 phenomenon of " pan-
agglutination" led to the discovery of RDE. The agglutinin in normal
human serum responsible for this action is usually known as " T-(Thomsen-)
agglutinin". Its distribution in human sera has been described by Lind
& McArthur.43 It is absent in sera from infants and tends to be increased
in sera showing cold agglutinins. The nature of T-agglutinin is unknown.
The possibility that it is a nonspecific agent acting in virtue of the diminished
electronegative charge of virus on RDE-treated cells needs to be considered.
It has recently been shown that such cells are also agglutinated by purified
urinary mucoprotein and by congo-red (Burnet 12). There is evidence
that new antigenic groups are produced or uncovered in RDE-treated
cells. If a rabbit is immunized with RDE-treated human cells and the
serum absorbed completely with normal human cells, a residual capacity
to agglutinate the treated cells remains (Burnet & Anderson 14).

Action of heat on influenza-virus haemagglutinin

Francis30 showed that when the influenza B strain Lee was heated
to 560C for 30 minutes its haemagglutinin titre was unaltered. When,

6
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however, such heated virus was used to titrate sera for their capacity to
inhibit haemagglutination, it was found that normal serum showed a high
inhibitory titre. Analysis of this phenomenon showed that the inhibition
of heated Lee virus was due to serum mucoproteins, and that a variety of
mucoproteins other than those in serum were equally effective. Purified
or semipurified preparations from egg-white (ovomucin (Gottschalk &
Lind 35)), urinary mucoprotein (Tamm & Horsfall; 57 Ada & Gottschalk; 3
Burnet 12), meconium (French, Curtain & Pye 31), and human sputum
(Curtain, Marmion & Pye 25) have been studied, while crude preparations
of a variety of glandular mucins and some ovarian-cyst contents (French,
Gunter & Motteram 32) are also active. McCrea 46 has also prepared highly
active material from human red-cell stromata and sheep salivary glands.
The active inhibitor in all these materials is enzymically destroyed both
by active unheated Lee virus and by RDE. Heated Lee virus has no
enzymic activity, and all experiments have shown a complete negative cor-
relation between enzymic activity and what we have called the indicator
state, i.e., virus in which the haemagglutinin is inhibited to high titre by
mucoprotein inhibitors.

As would be expected, indicator virus does not spontaneously elute
from red cells to which it is adsorbed. If agglutination takes place at room
temperature it can be reversed and the cells stabilized by treatment with
dilute anti-Lee serum. In the case of chicken cells, agglutination by heated
Lee virus at 370C results in firm irreversible union (Burnet 11). The cells
can be stabilized by treatment with RDE to remove unoccupied receptors,
but the existence of firmly attached virus can then be shown by the agglu-
tinability of the cells by anti-Lee immune serum. This phenomenon of
firm union by indicator virus Lee is also shown by indicator virus Mel,
but not by any active virus, nor with human cells.

Except for two unusual variants, all influenza A and B viruses can be
converted to the indicator state either by simple heating or by heat in the
presence of a calcium de-ionizing agent at an alkaline reaction (Stone;52
Edney & Burnet 26). The negative correlation between enzymic activity
and the indicator state holds throughout, but the change-over now tends
to be less clear-cut with such a strain as Mel than with Lee (Edney &
Burnet 26).

The nature of the change to indicator has been extensively discussed
(Burnet,8' 9 Smith 49) and although it cannot be claimed that the inter-
pretation is universally acceptable, it is still the author's contention that
one must assume an inactivation of the capacity of the enzyme groups to
split the substrate, with retention of their specific adsorptive relation to the
substrate. In the case of the firm union shown by heated Lee virus, this
must be regarded as an alternative result of the secondary phase of mutually
oriented interaction.
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Interaction of mumps and Newcastle-disease viruses with red cells

Mumps and ND viruses affect the same receptors as the influenza
viruses A and B but show some characteristic differences, the most not-
able of which is their capacity to haemolyse cells. Much more work has
been done with ND virus (NDV) but, as far as it goes, experience with
mumps has given essentially similar results. In the present connexion,
the behaviour of these two viruses is relevant only in its bearing on the
interpretation of the results with influenza virus, and discussion will be
confined to a brief account of the reactions of NDV.

Most strains of NDV show rapid stabilization of initially agglutinated
cells, but these cells can readily be shown to carry firmly-attached enzy-
mically active virus. When washed free of unattached virus they will
produce agglutination of fresh cells-agglutination which, on standing at
370C, will itself disperse. Treated cells are agglutinable by anti-NDV
immune serum and, in the case of the Victorian strain, by high dilutions
of serum from a majority of patients with infectious mononucleosis (Burnet
& Anderson 13). In our experience (limited to the Victorian strain), this
firm union takes place only at temperatures above 300C. At room tempe-
rature the virus behaves in all respects like a typical influenza virus.

Haemolysis with untreated allantoic-fluid virus is variable and incom-
plete. If virus is partly purified by methanol precipitation in the cold (Burnet
& Lind 18) or, after dialysis, repeatedly frozen and thawed (Henle, personal
communication; Liu 44), it becomes very much more actively haemolytic,
particularly for human erythrocytes. The process of haemolysis appears
to be essentially similar to that of the establishment of firm union in two
important respects: (1) pretreatment of cells with RDE renders them
insusceptible equally to haemagglutination, firm adsorption, and haemolysis
by active NDV preparations; (2) neither haemolysis nor firm union takes
place at below 300C.
A discussion of the kinetics of haemolysis will be found in a paper by

Burnet & Lind.18
No evidence of haemolysis by any influenza virus has been reported,

and the only connexion with influenza virus reactions is in a possible
relation with the firm union shown by heated Lee virus, and by active
virus against substrate treated with periodate.

The nature of the influenza virus enzyme

The first clue to the nature of the enzyme incorporated in the influenza
virus surface was Hirst's 39 finding that red cells treated with periodate
were no longer susceptible to agglutination by virus. This suggested
strongly that carbohydrate units were intimately concerned. Since then there
has been a steady accumulation of evidence that certain carbohydrate
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groups incorporated in mucoproteins and mucopolysaccharides form the
essential substrate grouping S. Therefore, the enzyme may be referred
to as a mucinase.

The actual nature of the S grouping is not yet clear. Gottschalk's
work 34 renders it likely that it includes an isoglucosamine unit bound to
an amino-acid or short-chain peptide. A substance of this type is liberated
from ovomucin by the action of virus Mel. Its complete analysis has so
far been rendered impossible by its conversion on hydrolysis into humin
substances. All the purified substances that have been studied contain
glucose, mannose, fucose, and a hexosamine, as well as amino-acids. An
interesting confirmation of the mucoprotein nature of the substrate is
Whitten's finding that any of the three normally available types of gonado-
trophic hormone loses its biological activity after treatment with Lee virus
or RDE (Whitten 60).

In addition to this chemical evidence, the action of virus enzyme on
mucoproteins can be shown in several other ways.

(1) When electrophoretically pure substrate is available, urinary-
mucoprotein (Tamm & Horsfall;57 Ada & Gottschalk 3), meconium-
inhibitor (French, Curtain & Pye 31), or sputum-inhibitor (Curtain, Marmion
& Pye 25) treatment with virus results in a progressive reduction in its
negative charge. In the electrophoretor diagram the peak remains single,
but is shifted sharply in the direction of diminished mobility. Meconium
inhibitor gives a broad diffuse peak; under the action of virus, however,
this is shifted as a whole, indicating that the inhibitor population is to
some extent physically heterogeneous, but is functionally homogeneous.
The change in the soluble inhibitors is essentially equivalent to the dimi-
nished EPM shown by a different technique with treated red cells.

(2) Destruction by RDE and active virus of the action of mucoproteins
against haemagglutination by indicator viruses has already been referred
to. This is the first and simplest way of demonstrating the enzymic action
against a soluble substrate (Burnet 6).

(3) When either cellular or soluble substrate is treated with minimal
concentrations of periodate, irreversible combination of either active or
indicator virus will occur. With red cells, an interesting series of reagents
can be obtained by treating cells successively with the appropriate amount
of periodate, virus, and RDE. These " PVR " cells (Fazekas de St. Groth 29)
are stable and are agglutinated by the corresponding immune serum; if
indicator virus has been used in their treatment, they are also agglutinable
by mucoprotein inhibitors. When a mucoprotein is treated with graded
amounts of periodate, a level will usually be found where the inhibitory
effect against indicator virus is unchanged and a new inhibitory power
against haemagglutination by active virus makes its appearance (Burnet 7).
With further increase in the amount of periodate, the whole inhibitory
action of the mucoprotein is destroyed.
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More work needs to be done to define the first effect of periodate on
the substrate, but it appears that the action is essentially to allow primary
union followed by secondary orientation-which, however, results not in
enzymic breakdown of the substrate but in chemical union.

Interaction of Virus with Susceptible Cell Surface

From the point of view of the intrinsic character of the virus, very little
further information has been gained from experiments in which the red
cell has been replaced by the susceptible cells of the mouse respiratory
tract or the allantoic cavity. In the ferret- or mouse-lung preparation in
vitro, the general sequence of absorption and elution is the same (Hirst; ;8
Fazekas de St. Groth 28). Destruction of receptors by RDE results in
transitory insusceptibility of the tissue to infection (Stone 50, 51).

Perhaps the point of most interest in the present connexion is the change
in the enzymic character of the virus associated with the O-D (original-
phase-derivative-phase) change of influenza A viruses. Stone 53 has
shown that the 0 (human pathogenic) virus reacts poorly with an avian
inhibitor (ovomucin) but typically with one of human origin (cyst mucoid).
When adaptation to the allantoic cavity is complete with acquisition of
power to agglutinate chicken cells, the virus reacts normally with ovomucin.

GENETIC ASPECTS OF INFLUENZA VIRUSES

Until recently it was generally believed that genetic studies on viruses
and bacteria must be limited to work on the frequency and mutations
appearing particularly in relation to transfer to a different environment.
With the advent of microbial genetics, it has become apparent that there
are possible types of genetic interaction between micro-organisms which
are only remotely related to sexual fusion. " Recombination" between
bacterial viruses is now well known, and although the work in my own
laboratory has not yet been confirmed elsewhere, its results have been
sufficiently striking and reproducible to convince us that very similar
recombination occurs in cells simultaneously infected with two different
influenza A viruses.

The Pure Clone Concept in Virology

It is becoming evident that any adequate understanding of the changes
that take place in viruses under various types of manipulation will need
the developr'ent of a technical and logical approach analogous to the
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"4pure culture " techniques that have been used in bacteriology proper
ever since the time of Koch. It is almost, though by no means quite,
unheard of to isolate more than one virus species from a natural case of
disease, and there has been a general tendency to think of " a virus " as a
collective variable entity always passed from one experimental host to
another by massive transfer of infectious material, and adapting itself to
new hosts in some unspecified, presumably Lamarckian, process. A much
more rigid approach will be necessary if an adequate science of virus
genetics is to emerge. When a virus infection is transferred from one host
to another, we are setting what is essentially a problem in population
genetics. We start with a certain population of virus particles composed,
presumably, of a number of variant types, and after passage we have a
different population, differently composed, and perhaps containing new
mutants not represented in the starting population.

Before we can attempt to analyse such situations, we require to know
whether a virus population-influenza virus in the present discussion-
can be regarded as equivalent to a normal biological population, in the
sense that each morphological unit is also a genetic unit and will give rise
to like descendants, except in so far as mutation gives rise to a new self-
reproducing type. The phenomenon of phenotypic lag in bacterial mutation
has already provoked doubts about the validity of such a view in bacterial
population studies, and it is rather likely that in the case of influenza virus
we may have a somewhat indeterminate situation. If the units termed
filamentous forms are, as seems highly probable, infectious units, they may
contain several times as much genetic material as the spherical forms
accepted as the normal morphology of the virus. It therefore becomes
possible that a single morphological unit may carry two or more different
sets of genes.

Experience with influenza virus indicates that if one starts with two
standard laboratory strains, differentiable by half a dozen characteristics,
and repeatedly re-isolates them by allantoic passage, each will maintain
its characteristics unchanged. By using the method of passage at limiting
infective dilution (LD) one can establish that a pure clone virus is being
used. The method may be exemplified as follows: a certain allantoic-fluid
virus is characterized in regard to six qualities as ABCDEF; it is then
titrated in chick embryos at dilutions I 0-9, 10-8, and 10-7, giving respectively
0/6, 3/6, and 6/6 fluids containing virus. The three positive fluids at 1r-8
are each tested and shown to have the characters ABCDEF. One of these
is again titrated and, we may assume, gives the same distribution of positive
fluids. If all three at 10-8 again have the character ABCDEF, then we can
accept any of these second LD fluids as pure clones of this particular strain.

There is everything to suggest that, by the time a single virus particle
has multiplied to give the 1010± infective particles in an average infected
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allantoic fluid, some mutations have occurred. Except under extraordinary
conditions, however, no mutant will have multiplied sufficiently to rival
the numbers of the original type. Passage at LD should therefore ensure
that a given strain can be maintained in its original form even if mutants
capable of growing more actively than the original in the allantoic cavity
should arise. On the other hand, if massive inocula are transferred there
will be competition among the mutants, and eventually that which survives
most effectively will predominate. At any given stage there may well be
serious complications as a result of multiple infections of the same cell,
with the production of morphological units carrying more than one gene
complex. Even LD passage from such a fluid might require several successive
applications before consistently uniform fluids were obtained.

Even with influenza viruses, this method of isolating pure clones is
tedious and subject to the intrinsic weakness just discussed, but it seems to
be the minimum requirement for any serious work on the genetics of
influenza viruses.

Mutation in Influenza Virus A

The lability of influenza viruses is known to every worker in the subject.
As an example of this lability, it may be of interest to trace the origin of
two sub-strains of the classical WS virus with which we have worked.
WS virus was isolated in January 1933 from an individual whose case was
presumed to be typical of the rather severe epidemic prevalent in Britain
at that time. The virus, as isolated, was pathogenic for human beings
and for ferrets; it was not pathogenic for mice. In the light of later work
we can be reasonably certain that it would not have grown in the allantoic
cavity of the chick embryo, it would certainly not have produced lesions
on the chorio-allantois, and it would probably have agglutinated human
but not fowl red-cells. After several passages in ferrets, it was passed
intranasally to mice where, after a few passages, it rather suddenly developed
the capacity to produce fatal pulmonary consolidation.

The virus in the mouse-adapted form was sent from Hampstead to
Melbourne in 1936. There it was passed on the chorio-allantois of the
12-day chick embryo. At first no indubitable lesions were produced, but
after 10 passages distinct proliferative foci were observed. These became
better developed with further passage, and between the 20th and 30th
passages the embryos began to be affected. By the 40th passage the embryos
were invariably dead within 60 hours with gross haemorrhagic lesions in
brain and muscles. This strain, subsequently maintained by infrequent
allantoic passage and storage in dry ice, is WSE (Burnet & Lush 21).

Subsequently Stuart-Harris, starting from similar material, confirmed
that WSE-type variants could be obtained by chorio-allantoic passage,
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and then succeeded in transferring infective material from embryo brain
to the mouse brain. After merely surviving there for 11 passages, the virus
gradually became more virulent, eventually killing mice to high titre, with
acute encephalitic symptoms. After 100 such mouse-brain passages, the
strain was sent to Melbourne and, when transferred to the allantoic cavity,
represents our strain NWS (Stuart-Harris's " Neuro-flu "56).

Some of the main differences between these strains are shown in table I.
Without specific analysis of the process it is impossible to be dogmatic,
but the impression is very strong that each of the major changes in patho-
genicity was the result of several mutational steps.

TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE WS MUTANTS

Pathogenicity for Heat
Growth in stability Conversion

Mutant chick
mouse allantoic (haemolytic to

man intra- intra- embryo (00activiy) indicator)
nasal cerebral (C

Original WS + _? ?

WSE _ + _ + ++ 60 +

NWS + + ± + 52

There are many other laboratory examples of variation in influenza
viruses (see Burnet 8), but none has yet been adequately analysed by
genetic techniques. Much more important are the changes in serological
character, and perhaps in human virulence, that have occurred naturally
in influenza A virus since 1933. The discussion of these is, however,
outside the province of this contribution.

Recombination between Influenza Virus A Strains

The first evidence that genetic interaction could occur between influenza
virus strains was reported by Burnet & Lind.19' 20 They inoculated mice
intracerebrally with mixtures of the neurotropic strain NWS and a non-
neurotropic strain of different serological sub-type, Mel being used in most
experiments. Under appropriate conditions of dosage, pure clones of
virus were obtained which were serologically Mel but were capable of
producing typical fatal encephalitis in mice. By the same general method,
three other neurotropic strains were obtained which had the other character-
istics of strains SW, Oc I, and a heat-stable WS. In a study of a large number
of N-Mel forms (Burnet & Edney 15) there was a general uniformity of
character except for the degree of pathogenicity on intracerebral inocula-
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tion in mice. A number of strains were obtained which had all the in vitro
qualities of N-Mel (differing considerably from both NWS and Mel) but
had no power to produce symptoms on intracerebral inoculation in mice.
From mixed infections of NWS and a recent A strain, Appleby 6 had also
obtained a neurotropic strain with the serological character of the recent
strain, and suggested the likelihood of recombination.

During the past year more extensive studies by Burnet, Fraser & Lind 17

and Burnet & Perry 23 have provided many more examples of strains which
can hardly have arisen by any other means than genetic interaction. The
simplest example to discuss is that of double infections of Mel and WSE.
These two A strains differ in six easily demonstrated qualities, so that,
if Mel is represented by ABCDEF, WSE will be represented as abcdef.
The qualities concerned are as follows:

Aa: Serological type WS or Mel, as shown by haemagglutinin inhibitor
tests with appropriate immune sera.

Bb: Heat stability: Mel haemagglutinin resists 30 minutes' heating
at 620C while WSE haemagglutinin is destroyed.

Cc: Conversion to " indicator state " by simple heating at 560C for
for 30 minutes : when tested with ovomucin or meconium inhibitor, heated
WSE haemagglutinin is strongly inhibited; heated Mel virus is unaffected
except by very high concentrations.

Dd: Reactivity of heated virus with sheep salivary-gland inhibitor
(McCrea): WSE is strongly inhibited; no treatment of Mel has ever given
a haemagglutinin inhibited by this substance.

Ee: Production of haemorrhagic lesions in the chick embryo after
inoculation on the chorio-allantois : this is characteristic of WSE but
is never shown by Mel.

Ff: Pathogenicity for mice by intranasal inoculation: with a dose
equivalent to one agglutinating unit WSE kills all mice usually four or
five days after inoculation; Mel produces non-fatal lesions grading 1-2 on
the conventional scale.

Double infections are induced in the allantoic cavity by replacing the
normal allantoic fluid with a large inoculum of mixed virus; after infection
has been initiated, unabsorbed inoculum is removed by washing. As soon
as the first-cycle liberation of virus is well under way, the fluid is harvested
and its constitution analysed by testing large numbers of LD fluids from
repeated titrations. The results of two extensive experiments are represented
schematically on page 796. In the first, double infection with Mel and
WSE gave the two recombinants M+ and WS -. After these had been
repeatedly re-isolated, a " back recombination " experiment was carried
out with the results shown in the second schema.
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Experiment A
Mel

ABCDEF

ABCDEF

22
Mel

x

ABcDeF

ABcDEF
6
M +

ABcDeF

ABCDEF

ABCDeF

27
Mel

ABcDeF

ABcDef

12
M +

The distribution of the four in vitro types in the first-cycle fluids is shown
by the numbers beneath each group. Where there were differences within
the group with regard to in vivo characters Ee and Ff, the abnormal types
obtained are shown. A vertical line from E to e means that strains were

obtained with intermediate degrees of lesion-producing power in chick
embryos.

These results can be taken as establishing that recombination occurs
in much the same fashion as with bacterial viruses. It is obvious that the
situation is complex, and for clearer analysis of the processes concerned
it will probably be necessary to study strains differing by single mutational
steps. The results from both groups of experiments point strongly to the
view that development of virulence for a new host is a matter of a sequence
of distinct mutations. It should be a technical possibility to define fairly
clearly how many steps are actually involved, for example, in the adapta-
tion of a virus isolated in the chick embryo to produce active consolidation
in the mouse lung. From the practical point of view, the important implica-
tion of this work is that it is possible to transfer the pathogenicity of a
strain of serological type X to another strain of serological type Y. Should
the use of living virus vaccines against influenza ever be revived, it might
well become very desirable to have means by which the virulence level of

WSE

abcdef

abCdEf

9
Ws

abcdef

4
WSE

Experiment B

- Ws-
x

abCdEf

abCdEf abcdef

abcdEf
abcdEF

5
WSE

37
Ws -
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an effective vaccine strain could be transferred rapidly to any new sero-
logical type that might arise in nature.

Morphological units of mixed genetic character

In the course of work on recombination between influenza virus A
strains, we have not infrequently found that LD titration of a fluid which
gave unequivocal in vitro reactions of a certain type gave fluids of more
than one type. In each of our papers reference will be found to mixtures
being resolved, or difficulty being experienced in obtaining consistent
results on repeated LD titration. We have also obtained a number of fluids
the haemagglutinin of which was neutralized significantly by both antisera.
A mixture, of course, will be neutralized by neither. None of these fluids
has bred true on LD titration, but that does not invalidate the observation.

Without claiming that no other interpretation is possible, we feel that
our results are compatible with the view that morphological units may
contain more than one genome and that they are inexplicable if we assume
that there is a precise genome-soma relationship in each unit. If, for
instance, the average morphological unit carried two discrete genomes,
the result of LD titration of the first-cycle fluid from a recombination
experiment in which four products were set free from the mixedly infected
cells in equal numbers would probably not give an equal number of fluids
showing the four phenotypic characters. From the figures given in the
section on recombination, and from general experience, it seems likely
that, if binary mixtures were inoculated at near-limit dilution, the type
appearing as dominant in the final fluid would be that coming first in the
series Mel, WS -, M+, and WSE. One can calculate that, if the order
of dominance of phenotypes in a mixed infection were of this nature,
and if free recombination could take place at every mixed infection, then
the yield of fluids of each type would be as shown in table II. The results
in the Mel x WSE experiment reported would therefore be consistent

TABLE II. DISTRIBUTION OF PHENOTYPIC CHARACTERS OF FLUIDS
FROM DOUBLE INFECTIONS

Distribution of fluids
Series (%)

Mel WS- M+ WSE

A all units with two genomes 56 19 19 6

B average one unit with one genome to two
with two genomes 46 21 21 12

C average one unit with one genome to one
with two genomes 40 22 22 16

D all units with one genome 25 25 25 25

E: actual findings 56 23 15 10
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with there being, on the average, two units each carrying two genomes
to one carrying one only (series B).

Any further analysis of the situation will depend on knowledge of the
phenotypic expression of compound genotypes. In the present exploratory
stage of our work all that can be done is to envisage the various possibilities
and to hope that appropriate experimental material will be forthcoming
to show whether one allele is regularly dominant over the other (if such
terminology is legitimate in this type of situation), or whether both types
of somatic character are expressed on the unit carrying the two genomes.

For the sake of simplicity we have assumed that in all circumstances
we are dealing with complete genomes, 1, 2, 3... per morphological unit.
A priori, there seems to be no convincing reason why this should be so.
A virus unit might contain a wholly variable number of genes but be viable
only if it contained at least one functioning allele of each of, say, ten specific
genes. Each phenotypic character might be determined by the predominance
of this or that allele of the gene concerned, irrespective of whether the unit
were viable or not. One interpretation of incomplete virus is that the
units concerned lack one or more of the genes needed to give a full com-
plement. The alternative-that they represent somatic material built under
genic control but failing to incorporate any genetic material-suggests ana-
logies with turnip-yellows virus but on the whole seems much less likely.
On this view, viable virus particles might contain, in addition to the neces-
sary complement of genes, extra genes which might both modify the pheno-
typic character of the population in which such particles are the dominant
form, and allow the emergence of other phenotypes on LD passage.

It must be stressed that none of this elaboration of possibilities has as
yet any formal experimental background. All that is certain is that there
are too many irregularities in recombination experiments to be explicable
on the assumption that each particle has its phenotypic and genetic poten-
tialities determined by a single genome of standard pattern.

THE PROCESS OF INFLUENZA VIRUS MULTIPLICATION

In this review I have endeavoured to present the essential facts and
the deductions therefrom that bear on what I have called the somatic and
genetic aspects of influenza virus. None of this material has any direct
bearing on the nature of the process of virus multiplication within the
susceptible cell; but, on the other hand, no theory of that process can be
acceptable unless it is consistent with the facts in these two categories.

The conditions in the allantoic cavity of the chick embryo are sufficiently
simple and uniform to make the analysis of influenza virus multiplication
in this environment an attractive project. There is now on record a large
volume of work from a dozen laboratories, and a fairly consistent picture
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has emerged. If we take the fully adapted PR 8 strain as a model, and where
necessary interpolate data from experience with other strains of influenza
A or with other susceptible tissues, the essential features of the multi-
plication process are as follows:

(1) Infection is initiated by adsorption of a virus particle to muco-
protein receptors on the cell surface (Stone; 50. 51 Fazekas de St. Groth 27).

(2) Once infection has been initiated there is an eclipse period of a few
hours during which no viable virus can be extracted from the infected cells.

(3) At some stage before virus is spontaneously liberated into the
allantoic fluid, soluble complement-fixing antigen, haemagglutinin, and
viable virus can be extracted from disintegrated infected cells. There is
a majority opinion that the order of appearance of the three agents is as
shown.

(4) From the average infected cell approximately 60-120 infective
particles are liberated over a period of from two to three hours; 50% of
the particles are liberated at approximately eight hours after initiation of
infection (Cairns, Fazekas de St. Groth & Edney 24).

(5) Most cells show no sign of serious morphological damage at the
time of primary liberation of virus. The earliest sign of change is an increase
in the pyronine-staining material (ribonucleic acid) in the cytoplasm.
Gross damage may or may not follow (Bate, unpublished data).

(6) Infection in cycles after the first is at least predominantly by way
of virus liberated into the allantoic fluid.

(7) The proportion of incomplete virus produced in the final harvest
is a function of the size of the inoculum. No recognizable incomplete
virus is produced if the inoculum is less than 105 particles (Cairns,
Fazekas de St. Groth & Edney24).

(8) The soluble complement-fixing antigen is a particulate agent much
smaller (10-15 mu diameter) than the virus and having a species-specific
antigenic pattern distinct from that of any of the virus particle antigens.
Its major constituent is nucleoprotein containing ribonucleic acid, and
except for the specific antigenic character it cannot be distinguished from
the microsomal fraction of normal cells (Ada 1).

The process of virus multiplication in bacteria has been closely studied
for some years, and any attempt to construct a picture of influenza virus
multiplication in the cell must of necessity draw largely from analogy
with bacterial virus.

The following attempt to interpret the process of influenza virus multi-
plication in the cell is almost wholly speculative. Nevertheless, it represents
a working hypothesis which offers many suggestions for further experimental
work, and may therefore be worth putting on record. It obviously owes
much to the ideas of Luria, Delbruck, Hoyle,'1' 42 and others.
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When the influenza virus enters the cell the soma is discarded and plays
no further part. The genome in a standard virus particle is a linear aggregate of
genes which may be represented ABCDEFG or, as a convention to indicate
the completion of the genome, c

B D

A E

G F
Mutical configurations are such that C, for instance, will link only with B
on the one side and D on the other; similarly, A with B and G; and
so on. When the genome enters the cell, a process is initiated by which
each gene, either singly or in linear fragments-e.g., BCD or EF-
makes effective contact with cellular units (possibly of microsomal cha-
racter) which can channel-in energy and material " building stones " for
their replication. Replicated material will, in turn, be subject to either
breakage-e.g., BCD may become B, CD-or increase-e.g., EF, GA
may become EFGA-and these fragments will, in turn, find situations
in which they can replicate. As the pool of genes and gene aggregates
comes to contain more and more units, aggregation will dominate over
dissociation from simple mass-action considerations. We postulate that as
soon as a whole new genome C

B D

A E

G F
is reconstituted it becomes stable and capable of creating a soma around
itself. There are as yet no clues, in either 'phage or influenza virus work,
as to how this latter process takes place. When a certain concentration
of reconstructed virus particles has been reached, perhaps because of
associated damage to the surface cytoplasm, relatively rapid leakage of
virus into the environment begins. In terms of the convention being used
to represent the complete genome, there is an alternative situation-
FGABCDEFGA-which might, perhaps, represent a genetic basis for
the filamentous form of the virus and for the apparent existence in
recombination experiments of morphological units carrying the poten-
tialities of more than one type of descendant.

Where viruses can produce viable recombinants it must be assumed
that their differences correspond to allelic differences in certain genes,
so that if one virus is represented ABCDEFG another will be
A'BCD'EF'G. It should perhaps be stressed that, as yet, it is not
possible to correlate the phenotypic differences used in our recombination
experiments with any sort of " chromosome map ", nor is there yet any
suggestion of how many genes may be needed for a complete virus particle.
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RIESUMIt
Les recherches sur les proprietes intrinseques du virus grippal ont conduit a l'id6e

que le virus-particule est constituet, comme tout etre vivant, de composants somatiques
et gen6tiques.

Les caracteres par lesquels il est possible de differencier les virus en laboratoire -

reactions serologiques, hemagglutination, action enzymatique, adsorption par la surface
de la cellule-hote - sont des proprietes de surface, des caracteres somatiques. Seule la
gravite des atteintes portees par le virus a la cellule qu'il infecte semble n'etre pas en
relation directe avec les proprietes de surface du virus. Le comportement antigenique
est sous la dependance du genome. L'interaction du virus et de la surface cellulaire a ete
etudiee surtout dans la reaction d'hemagglutination. Mais ce qui est vrai des h6maties
parait l'etre aussi des cellules sensibles (appareil respiratoire de l'homme ou allantoide
de l'embryon de poulet).

On decouvrit en 1941 que le liquide allantolque infect6 agglutine les h6maties de
poulet, et, plus tard, que l'agent agglutinant est le virus lui-meme. Des etudes detaillees
ont mis en evidence une serie d'interactions entre virus et hematies (6lution du virus,
gradient de recepteurs, irreversibilite de l'union entre virus et cellule, h6molyse produite
par le virus de la Maladie de Newcastle et celui des oreillons).

Le virus se comporte comme un enzyme dont le substrat, appele recepteur, serait un
des composants de la surface cellulaire. Les virus grippaux portent a leur surface des
groupes chimiques A fonction enzymatique (E) qui agissent sur le substrat (S) constitue
par les groupes hydrocarbones de mucoproteines et probablement de polysaccharides.
Un enzyme agissant sur les memes substrats a pu ere obtenu des cultures de Vibrio
cholerae. Cet enzyme soluble - detruisant le recepteur cellulaire (receptor destroying
enzyme, RDE) - tout comme l'enzyme du virus, modifie la surface des hematies et agit
rapidement sur les mucoproteines solubles en donnant un groupe isoglucosamine-
peptide.

On peut se representer la surface de l'hematie comme une mosaique de lipides, de
proteides et de mucopolysaccharides, ou, dans ses rapports avec les virus, comme un
reseau lache de macromolecules de polysaccharides. Pour que l'adsorption entre virus et
surface cellulaire se produise, la presence de certains ions, en particulier de cations (Ca++)
est necessaire. Le premier stade consiste en une apposition non orientee du virus et de
la cellule, due a l'attraction electrostatique de ces deux elements, qui d6terminerait
l'agglutination. Le virus est ainsi fix6 a la surface de la cellule par quelques liaison E-S,
et, s'il y a plus d'une cellule, il se forme des ponts intercellulaires, d'oiu agglutination.
Ensuite se produit l'orientation mnutuelle de E et de S. Le resultat le plus frequent est la
destruction du substrat S, avec rupture du lien retenant le virus a la cellule. Le virus
a broute v la surface des hematies, detruisant les recepteurs. Des ph6nomenes d'inter-
ference se produisent, du fait que les groupes E et S sont de grosses molecules formant
des complexes massifs. Ainsi, alors que le RDE du vibrion cholerique est capable
de detruire pratiquement tous les groupes S a la surface de la cellule, les virus n'en detrui-
sent qu'une certaine quantite par suite de l'interf6rence de groupes mol6culaires adjacents.
De ces experiences s'est degagee aussi la notion de gradient de receptivite; une (( echelle ))
des virus connus a pu etre etablie, du fait que certains virus sont capables d'agglutiner
des hematies rendues inagglutinables par d'autres virus; en d'autres mots, les h6maties
qui ne sont plus agglutinables par un certain virus, parce que celui-ci a bloque les recep-
teurs sensibles, conservent certains r6cepteurs pour d'autres virus.

Le fait que les hematies traitees au periodate ne sont plus agglutinables par le virus
a donne une premiere indication sur la nature de l'enzyme viral, en sugg6rant que des
unites hydrocarbon6es etaient en jeu. Depuis lors, d'autres constatations, en particulier
l'inhibition, par les mucoproteines du serum normal, des agglutinines du virus B, souche
Lee, chauffe a 560C pendant 30 minutes, ont conduit a considerer l'enzyme comme une
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mucinase. Les groupements S de l'hematie paraissent contenir une unit6 isoglucosamine
liee a un aminoacide ou a un peptide A courte chaine. La facilit6 avec laquelle ils s'hydro-
lysent rend leur analyse difficile.

Les exp6riences faites avec des cellules sensibles, au lieu d'hematies, n'ont rien
ajoute aux connaissances sur la nature du virus. Le fait peut-etre le plus interessant est
le changement adaptatif du caractere enzymatique qui peut se produire dans le virus:
le virus A dans sa phase originale, pathogene pour l'homme et non adapt6 a l'oeuf, ne
reagit que peu a un inhibiteur aviaire, tel que l'ovomucine, mais repond bien A un mucolde
d'origine humaine. Lorsque le virus a ete adapte par culture dans la cavit6 allantoique
de l'embryon de poulet, il devient capable d'agglutiner les h6maties de poulet et reagit
normalernent avec l'ovomucine.

Pour analyser de facon precise les changements de comportement des virus, il sera
necessaire de mettre au point une technique analogue a celle des cultures pures en bacte-
riologie. Dans les experiences actuelles, on part d'une ((population)) de virus, contenant
probablement un certain nombre de variants. Mais les experiences faites sur le virus A
ont montre que, apres de nombreux passages sur allantoide, les souches gardent leurs
caracteres, les eventuels mutants n'Wtant pas assez puissants pour dominer le type originel.
En utilisant la methode de passage a la dilution infectieuse limite (LD), on peut admettre
pratiquement qu'on travaille avec des cultures pures. On peut se demander si une popu-
lation de virus peut etre comparee a une population biologique classique, dont chaque
unite mnorphologique est aussi une unite genetique. Si les formes filamenteuses du virus
grippal, par exemple, sont, comme il parait probable, des formes infectieuses, elles con-
tiennent un mat6riel genetique beaucoup plus considerable que les formes sph6riques,
consid6rees comme les formes normales du virus. I1 est alors possible qu'une unite
morphologique contienne plusieurs unites genetiques.

La labilite des virus grippaux est familiere a tous les chercheurs. On sait qu'une
souche, pathogene pour l'homme et non pour la souris, peut devenir pathogene pour
cet animal apr6s un certain nombre de passages sur le furet et la souris.

Les phenomenes de ((recombinaison )), connus chez les bacteriophages, peuvent
s'observer chez les virus grippaux. C'est ainsi que l'inoculation intracerebrale A la souris
du melange d'un virus neurotrope et d'un virus non neurotrope, de type s6rologique
defini, a donne naissance a des clones qui avaient a la fois les caracteres serologiques de
l'une des souches et le neurotropisme de l'autre. Des experiences analogues ont ete
faites, qui ne peuvent s'expliquer que par une interaction genetique. Le fait important
qui ressort de ces experiences est qu'il est possible de transmettre la pathogenicit6 d'une
souche X A une souche de type serologique Y. Pratiquement, si la question de l'usage de
virus vivants comme vaccins devait etre reprise, il serait hautement desirable que l'on
dispose de moyens par lesquels transferer rapidement le niveau de virulence d'une souche
active de vaccin sur un nouveau type serologique qui pourrait surgir dans la nature.

Lesetudes de la souche PR8 cultivee sur embryon de poulet ont permis d'etablir les
diverses etapes de la multiplication du virus. Avant que le virus soit mis en liberte
dans le liquide allantoique, on peut extraire de la cellule en desint6gration des virus
viables,l'hemagglutinine etl'antig6ne fixateur du complement qui est constitue princi-
palement de ribonucleotides et ne peut etre distingue des microsomes cellulaires que
par ses proprietes antigeniques.

Divers schemas sont proposes pour expliquer les phenomenes g6netiques qui se pro-
duisent au cours de la multiplication. On n'a pas puetablir le nombre de chromosomes
presents dans une particule de virus, ni reliera une carte chromosomique quelconque
les divers caracteres ph6notypiques qui se manifestent dans les experiences de recom-
binaison.
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